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ABSTRACT 
We are concerned with the generalized “noncentral” Hermite and Laguerre polynomi- 
als in multiple matrices. We define the generalized Hermite polynomials Hzry!@ (Ytql ; At,]) 
in q m x n rectangular matrix arguments Yt , . . . , Yq (= Yfqj) and r m x m constant matrices 
AI,. . . , A, (= A[,]) (q 5 r), associated with the joint distribution of q independent m x II 
rectangular matrix-variate standard normal distributions, and present various properties 
of theirs. The discussion of the generalized Hermite polynomials H,$i. @ (XI~I; Ap]) in q 
m x m symmetric matrix arguments X1, . . . , X, (=Xtqj). associated with the joint distri- 
bution of q independent m x m symmetric matrix-variate normal distributions, introduced 
by Chikuse, is further facilitated. The generalized noncentral Hermite polynomials are 
defined as H$;;)+((Y - N)[,]; A[,]) and H,(zi; ,((X - M)rql; A[,]) for q m x n rectan- 
gular and m x m symmetric matrices, Ntql and Mtql, respectively. Extending results of 
Chikuse and Davis to the noncentral case, we define and discuss the generalized noncen- 
tral Laguetre polynomials L”tql xtTl;9(Xtqj; A[,]; a[,]) in q m x m noncentrality matrices 
at,..., Qq (= fit,]), associated with the joint distribution of q independent noncen- 
tral Wishart distributions. Many unsolved problems can now be resolved by introducing 
these noncentral polynomials in multiple matrices. Specifically, both the differential and 
integral versions of the generalized multivariate Rodrigues formulae are obtained for all 
of these polynomials; they are of great use in multivariate distribution theory. A simple 
example of applications is presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the generalized “noncentral” Hermite polynomi- 
als in multiple matrix arguments, both rectangular and symmetric, and with the 
generalized “noncentral” Laguerre polynomials in multiple matrix arguments. 
We define the generalized Hermite polynomials ZZ$;+(Yt41; A[,]) in q m x n 
rectangular matrix arguments Yt, . . . , Yy (= Yt41) and r m x m constant matri- 
cesAl,..., A, (= Air]) (q i r), as the orthogonal polynomials associated with 
the joint distribution of q independent m x n rectangular matrix-variate standard 
normal N m x .(O, Zm @J In) distributions, whose probability density function (pdf) 
is given by (2.1) below. Here, K[r] = (~1, . . . , K~), where each Kj is an or- 
dered partition of an integer kj, i.e., Kj = (kjl, . . . , kjm), kjl > . . . >_ kjm > 0, 
C;“!lkjl =kj;t’ b his eing denoted by Kj I- kj. Let [ZKj] index the irreducible 
representations of Gl(m, R) of m x m real nonsingular matrices. The represen- 
tation [24], $J t- f = c;__l kj, occurs in the decomposition of the Kronecker 
product @j= t[2~j] into a direct sum of irreducible representations of Gl(m, R), 
this being denoted by @ E ~1. . - . .K~. The notation is related to the definition of 
zonal and invariant polynomials in multiple matrix arguments, a brief discussion of 
which is given later in this section. We present in Section 2.1 various properties of 
the polynomials ZZcmn) KlTl; ++(Yl,); Al,]), including the generating function (g.f.), the 
Fourier transform, the generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula (a differential 
equation) or the inverse Fourier transform, serial expressions, relationships with 
the generalized Laguerre polynomials in multiple matrices (Chikuse and Davis 
[7]), and the recurrence relationships. The polynomials H$;!# extend the Her- 
mite polynomials H$mn) (Y) in one rectangular matrix argument discussed by Herz 
[15], Hayakawa [14], and Chikuse [3]. 
Extending Chikuse [3] and James [ 171 for the case of one symmetric matrix 
argument, the generalized Hermite polynomials H,$i. @(Xl,]; A[,]) in q m x m 
symmetric matrix arguments Xt , . . . , X, (= XI,]) and’r m x m constant matrices 
A[,] (q 5 r) have been defined and discussed by Chikuse 141, as the orthogo- 
nal polynomials associated with the joint distribution of q independent m x m 
symmetric matrix-variate standard normal Nmm(O, Zm) distributions, whose pdf 
is given by (2.13) below. Various properties of the polynomials H$f. + have 
been given in Chikuse [4], and in Section 2.2 we present the Fourier transform 
and its inversion or, equivalently, the integral form of the generalized multivariate 
Rodrigues formula (Chikuse 14, (3.12)]). 
The generalized noncentral Hermite polynomials ZZ$y:)o((Y - N)l,j; A[,]) 
and H$i; #((X- M)[,l; At,]) may be defined by replacing yj and Xj with yi - Nj 
and Xj - Mj, where Nj and Mj are m x n rectangular and m x m symmetric 
matrices, respectively, j = 1, . . . , q, in the above discussion. 
The generalized (central) Laguerre polynomials Z.$!~~ + (Xt,]; Afrl) in q m xm 
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symmetric matrix arguments XI,1 and r m x m constant matrices A[,] and with 
q parametersut,..., uq (= ~1) (q 5 r), associated with the joint distribution 
of q independent Wishart W,(2uj + m + l,Z,/2) distributions, j = 1, . . . , q, 
have been defined and discussed by Chikuse and Davis [7] and Chikuse [4]. The 
Laguerre polynomials due to Herz [15] and Constantine [9] with q = r = 1 
and A1 = Zm, Khatri [18] with q = r = 1, Davis [lo] with q 5 r = 2 and 
Aj = Zm, j = l,..., q, and Chikuse [l] with Aj = Zm, j = 1, . . . , q, are spe- 
cial cases. The polynomials LU14’ x,rl; &(Xlyl; A[,]) are further extended in Section 
3 to the “noncentral” case, that is, the generalized noncentral Laguerre polyno- 
mials L#. @(Xl,]; Arr]; !$,I), associated with the joint distribution of q inde- 
pendent noncentral Wishart W, (2uj + m + 1, Zm /2; Qj), j = 1, . . . , q, where 
Ql,..., fi2, (=a[,]) are m x m noncentrality matrices. We present the Laplace 
transform and the generalized noncentral multivariate Rodrigues formula both in 
a differential and in an integral version or, equivalently, as alternative forms of the 
inverse Laplace transform. Thus, the problem of deriving the Rodrigues formula 
for the generalized (central) Laguerre polynomial raised in Chikuse [4] has now 
been solved in the most general noncentral case. It is shown that a limit of the 
generalized noncentral Laguerre polynomial L”” Kfrli @(X[,I; A[,]; a[,]) yields the 
generalized noncentral Hermite polynomial ZZ,${. ,((X - Q)l,l; A[,.]). 
In Section 4, we define the generalized multiv’ariate Meixner classes of distri- 
butions of multiple random matrices extending Chikuse [2], and show that the two 
kinds of joint normal distributions, associated with the generalized Hermite poly- 
nomials Z$;I,;;‘~(YIql; A[,]) and ZZ$A; # (XI,]; A[,]), and the joint Wishart distri- 
bution, associated with the generalized Laguerre polynomials L$i; &(X[,l; A[,]), 
belong to these classes. 
Many unsolved problems can now be solved by introducing the generalized 
noncentral Hermite and Laguerre polynomials in multiple matrices. Specifically, 
the generalized multivariate Rodrigues formulae, both the differential and integral 
versions, are obtained for all of these polynomials, and are of great use in multivari- 
ate distribution theory. The final section gives a simple example of applications. 
Before closing this section, we give a brief discussion of the zonal and invari- 
ant polynomials in multiple matrix arguments. The zonal polynomials C,(X), 
for ordered partitions K I- k, were defined by the theory of group representations 
of Gl(m, R) on the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the 
elements of an m x m symmetric matrix X (James [16] and Constantine [S]). 
The polynomials C,(X), K t- k = 0, 1, . . ., are invariant under the transforma- 
tion X + HXH’, H E O(m), where O(m) is the orthogonal group of m x m 
orthonormal matrices, and constitute a basis of the space of all homogeneous sym- 
metric polynomials in the latent roots of X. The polynomial (tr X)k then has a 
unique decomposition, (trX)k = xKFk C,(X), where the sum ranges over all 
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K l- k; note that tr X = C(t)(X). The following is a basic formula: 
s C,(AHXH’)[dH] = C,(A)&(X) O(m) CK(LI) ‘ (1.1) 
where [dH] is the normalized invariant measure on U(m) (J,,,,[dH] = 1). 
Zonal polynomials are tabulated up to degree 12 in James [ 161 and Parkhurst and 
James [20]. 
A class of invariant polynomials C~l”(Xl,l) (4 E ~1 + . . . q), generaliz- 
ing the zonal polynomials to any number r of symmetric matrices Xlrl. has 
been defined by Davis [lo, 111 in the case r = 2, and extended to r 2 2 
by Chikuse [l], via the theory of group representations of Gl(m, R) on the 
vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree kj in the elements of 
x,, j = l,..., r. The polynomials C,“l’](Xl,l) are invariant under the simul- 
taneous transformations Xj + HXj H’, j = 1, . . . , r, H E O(m), and are 
expressed, for a given k[r], as linear combinations of the distinct products of 
traces, &(tr nj’= 1 Xf;““’ njzl Xjhjcq) . . .)‘q of total degree kj in the elements 
ofXj, j = l,..., r. WedefineC,, O’~“‘“‘Kj’o”“‘o(X[~l) = CKj(Xj), j = 1, . . . , r. 
The following is a basic formula: 
’ CKj(AjHXjH’)[dH] = 1 cG’fl(A;;;G;l(xtrl’, (1.2) 
QEKl.‘...& m 
where the sum ranges overall # E ICI . . . . . K,.. The polynomials have been 
tabulated up to three matrices and the first few degrees by Davis [lo, 121. 
2. GENERALIZED NONCENTRAL HERMITR POLYNOMIALS IN MULTI- 
PLE MATRICES 
2.1. The Case of Rectangular Random Matrices 
We define the generalized Hermite polynomials Hzry?$ ( Yrql ; 
rectangular matrix arguments associated with the joint pbf 
A[,]) in multiple 
P”)(Y[q]) = l? Iptmn)(Yj)7 
j=l 
(2.1) 
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where I = (2~)~ mn/2 etr(-Y Y’/2) is the pdf of the m x n rectangular 
matrix-variate standard normal Arm X n (0, I, (8, In) distribution. Here, etr A = 
exp(tr A). 
~e~nition via the Generating Func?ion. The polynomials Z?iF’s 
(Yr41; A[,]) has, for m x n matrices Zi, . . . , T,, the g.f. 
f AjH’TJHjY,!] + 2 H’TjqHAjAj fi[dH~l[dHl, (2.2) 
j=qi-I 1 j=l 
where we assume that m 5 n, 
f”(;)~ = njm=,(U-(j-1)/2)kj,forK = (h , . . . , km), (a)& = a(a+1) * a e (ad- 
Fourier Tran~fo~. Let us multipIy both sides of (2.2) by 
e@“)(Y[ql) eW X7= 1 J j 2.Y’) and integrate over Yhrl both sides of (2.2). Then on 
comparing the coefficients of $[‘I ((TT’)[,]) in the resulting equation, we have 
the right-hand side (r.h.s.) as 
+ j_$+ 1 H’TjqHAjA(i 
1 
fi [dHj][dHl, (2.31 
j=l 
and the integration over Hj E O(n), j = 1, , , . , 4, in (2.3) is evaluated as 
nT= 1 oFr(n/2; -H’~~HAjZjZ~A~/4), where oF1 is a hypergeometric func- 
tion of matrix argument (see e.g., Constantine [S, (2591). Expanding the or;l and 
etr(=oFo) functions in terms of zonal polynomials, we are led to the Fourier 
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transform with respect to Y141: 
= etr( -$ ~)C~‘rl((-AZZ’A’)~~~, (AA’)l,+l,rl), (2.4) 
where (dY) denotes the Lebesgue measure (dY) = ny= I n;= 1 dyij for Y = 
(yij) m x n rectangular, and (AA’)[, + 1, r~ = (A4 + IA; + 1, . . . , A,Ak). 
Generalized Multivariate Rodrigues Formula. First, we give 
LEMMA 2.1 (Taylor’s expansion with multiple rectangular matrices). If 
h(Ul,l) is an analytic function of m x n rectangular matrices t&l = (Ul , . . . , U,), 
then we can write 
h((U + R>rrl) = etr W$I), , (2.5) 
for rectangular U = (uij). 
Let us multiply by @‘n)(Y141) on both sides of (2.2), and then compare the 
coefficients of CGl’l ((TT’)l,l) in the resulting equation. Utilizing Lemma 2.1, we 
have the r.h.s. as 
x pcmn) (Yf,l) etr 
c 
e H’TQqHAjA(i fi [dHj][dH], 
‘=q+l j=l 
(2.6) 
and the integration over Hj E O(n), j = 1, . . . ,CJ, in (2.6) is evaluated as 
fly,, oFl(n/2; H’TjqHAjaYjaqAj/4). On expanding the oF1 and etr func- 
tions in terms of zonal polynomials, we are led in view of (1.2) to the generalized 
multivariate Rodrigues formula 
= (2~>-““~ s,.. . . . s,.. C;[‘l((-AZZ’A’)~,~, (AA’)[,+l, r]) 
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The second identity in (2.7), which is obtained from the inversion, is seen to be 
the Fourier inverse of (2.4). 
Serial Expressions and Relationships with the Generalized Laguerre Polyno- 
mials. Expanding ther.h.s. of (2.2) in terms of the polynomials Cgrrl((TT’)l~l), 
we see that 
H+$;$yIq,; +I) = fi (-2)5L~~~1];s((YY’/2)[q1; A[,]), 
withu[q] = (u,,j.‘I I , uq) and all Uj = (n - m - 1)/2. (2.8) 
Here, L$!~~~(Xlql; A[,]) is thegeneralized Laguerre polynomialin multiple 
matrices (Chikuse and Davis [7]). The polynomial LEIT&(XIql; A[,]) has 
a serial expression in termsof the invariant polynomials ~$‘~)l~‘~~l~+ lyrl 
((AA’, - AXA’) [q]y (AA’)[q+l_r]) (Kj E Pj . cj, j = 1, . .. t 4, 4’ G 4) 
(see Chikuse and Davis [7, (2.13)]). Therefore, the generalized Laguerre polyno- 
mials, and hence the generalized Hermite polynomials, up to three matrices and 
the first few degrees, can be evaluated by referring to the previously cited tables 
of invariant polynomials. 
In the following, we shall present some more properties of the polyno- 
mials H$J6. Let L$Tll: $(XIr]) denote LUlql KlTl;6(Xl$ Zlqlj Al,+ 1.~1) with 
xc, + 1. rl i (AA’)[,+ 1,r1. Chikuse [4] showed that, if we write the above- 
mentioned serial expression for L:FF,!; ti(XtrI) as S”Iql(C$p[qlV K’q “, “(Xt,l))& l- 
rj = 0, . . . , kj, j = I, . . , q), then we can write CKl’l 4 G$I) as 
p&l(pQl 
and 
p,ql, KLq + 1, ,l;,(Xlrl)). Hence, from (2.8), letting all Uj = (n - m - 1)/2, 
q$;$Ylrl) = fi (-2W$l]; $J(YY’/2),,1), 
j=l 
we obtain the inverse serial expression. 
q1 ((YY’)lrl) = sU’ql 
c 
fi (-2)‘j Hzq;IKrq + t, r]; b (21/2Y(,)) 
1 
. (2.9) 
‘cl 
Let H$r;:‘6(Y1rl) denote H $;;‘,(Yrr,; ZL~I) for the special case when q = r 
and A[,] = Zfr]. Then, generalizing Chikuse [3], we obtain the serial expression 
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for the difSerentia1 
and the recurrence relationships 
Kj E (1).0j 5 EK[r](Uj) G(hn) 
+ C 
Uji((1).KjtEK[T](Uj) 
forj = 1, . . . . r, (2.11) 
where the extended binomial coeflcients b are defined by 
c,K~‘l(x~r])c,a~‘l(x~,]) = c 
,%I: 4 
@jEKj.Uj, j=l....,r) 
(2.12) 
K[rl(ffj)=Kl. *** ‘~j-1 * oj * Kj+l* .*a . Krand 
(1)j = (0, . ..O(i). 0 . . . . 0). 
2.2. The Case of Symmetric Random Matrices 
The generalized Hermite polynomials H,$T)J. @(XL~I; A[,]) in multiple symmet- 
ric matrix arguments have been defined by Chtkuse [4] as the orthogonal polyno- 
mials associated with the joint pdf 
drn)W[q]) = ii P("'(Xj)7 (2.13) 
j=l 
wherego = [2 m(m - 1)/4/(2n)m(m + 1)/4] etr(-X*/2) is the pdf of the m x m 
symmetric matrix-variate standard normal N,,(O, Zm) distribution. See the g.f. 
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(3.8), the serial expressions (3.14), (3.17), and the recurrence relationships (3.20) 
in the same article. 
Similar methods to those used for the case of rectangular matrices in Section 
2.1 yield the Fourier transform with respect to Xl,1 : 
= etr( -,$ Z~i2)C~‘r1((iAZA’)I.I; (AA’)l,+1,,1), (2.14) 
and the generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula 
HK(‘$ #(XL,I; A&+m)(X~qj) = $‘]((-A aX A’)[,], 
(AA/h, + 1, rl)(~(~)(Xr,~) (Chikuse [4, (3.12)]) (2.15) 
4 =a, v.* J s %I s, @“((iAZA’)[q], (AA’)III + 1. ‘1) 
xetr[ -$ (iXjz_i + z)]fiyq)’ 
(2.16) 
where the integrals are taken over the space S, of all m x m symmetric matrices 
Xj and Zj, j = 1, . . . . q, (dX), and 3X denote respectively the Lebesgue 
measure (dX) = fi 15 i 5 j 5 mdxij and the matrix of differential operators 2X = 
(( l+&j)a/2 axij), with 6 being Kronecker’s delta, for X = (xij)m xm symmetric, 
and a,,, = 2m(“‘- W2/(27r)m(m + U/2. Th e second identity (2.16) is obtained 
earlier from the inversion (2.15) or as the Fourier inverse of (2.14). 
It is remarked that the generalized “noncentral” Hermite polynomials 
$~~o((Y--N)Iql; &I) and H$; + ((X - M)lql; A[,]) Gay be defined by replac- 
ing Yj and Xj with Yj - Nj and Xj - Mj, Nj and Mj being m x n rectangular and 
m x m symmetric matrices, respectively, j = 1, . . . , q, in the above discussion. 
3. GENERALIZED NONCENTRAL LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS IN MUL- 
TIPLE MATRICES 
The generalized (central) Laguerre polynomials ~$!~: #(XI,]; AI,]) in multi- 
ple matrix arguments (Chikuse and Davis [7] and Chikuse [4]) may be extended 
further to the “noncentral” case as follows. 
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3.1. Laplace Transform 
We define the generalized noncentral Luguerre polynomials 
~:[~~.4(X~,l; A[,]; Q[,]) by the Laplace transform with respect to XL,]: 
= fi [rm(uj + P, Kj)\Zj(-"j-p &($QjZ~‘)] 
j=l 
X C;[“((A(L - Z-‘)A’)[,], (AA’),+ 1,,1), (3.1) 
where the integral is taken over the space of all m x m positive definite matrices, 
Xj > 0, j = l,..., q, p = (m + 1)/2, and r,(a,K) = r,(a)(a),, with 
r,(a) = nm(” - I)/4 fly= 1 W - (j - W). 
3.2. Inverse Laplace Transform 
The Laplace inverse of (3.1) is seen to be 
fi [Ixl”‘oFl(uj + p; ~QjXj)]L:~~;~(X~q~~ A[,]; Qtql) 
j=l 
X fi [IZjl+ -Petr(~QjZl~‘)] 
j=l 
x C;“‘((A(Z,,, - Z-‘)A)[q1, (AA’)[q+ l,r]) fi (dzj), (3.2) 
j=l 
where c,,, = 2Nm - W2/(2ni)m(m + UP, and the integral is taken over the space of 
all m x m matrices Zj = Xjo + i Yj, for fixed positive definite Xjo and Yj arbitrary 
real symmetric j = 1, . . . , q. 
3.3. Generalized Noncentral Multivariate Rodrigues Formula 
The inverse Laplace transform (3.2) can be rewritten in an alternative form 
which may be useful in multivariate distribution theory. Letting 
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Zj = I,,, - 2iTj, X, = S.12, and uj = nj/2 - p, j = 1, . . . , 4, in (3.2), wcz 
have (dZj) = (2i)mh+1)j2(d7;.), j = 1, . . . , q, and then 
L~~;;;~((S/2)141; A[,]; C+) fi wm(sj; nj7 Irn’ ‘j) 
j=l (nj /2Lj 
=apJ,~~et~~-i~Sj~~ 
X fi [ ]Zm - 2iTj]-“j/2etr iCZj[(Z, - 2iTj-l - I_]] 
j=1 
xc ;[“((A[Zm - (Zm - 2iT)-1]A’)Lql, (AA’)[,+I,,I) fi(dq), 
j=l 
(3.3) 
where w,(S; n, Zm; Sz) is the pdf of the noncentral Wishart W,,, (n, Zm ; S2) 
distribution with noncentrality matrix a. Note that ]I - 2i Tlmnj2 
etr S2[(Zm - 2iT)-’ - Z]/2 is the characteristic function of X, E etr(iTX), X 
being noncentral Wishart Wm (n, Zm; Q). 
From (3.3), the uniqueness 
f(aX) etr(AX) = f(A) etr(AX), 
sion of (3.3): 
of Laplace transforms, and the property 
we can obtain the following differential ver- 
[Wn(Xj; VUj + P>t Zm/2 Qj)] 
= gK[rl;~((aX>[ql; A ,]) fi [Wn(Xji 2(Uj +kj + P>Y Zm/2; aj2j)], 
j=l 
(3.4) 
where the function g,l,l; $ for the differential operator is given by 
&Irl; +(Xr,1; A[,]) = fi [<uj + P>Kj 11, + Xjlk’] 
j=l 
x CKcrl A &I - (L + W’IA’)[,I, (AA’)[,+I,,I). f$ 6 [ 
(3.5) 
When q = r = 1, Al = Zm, and Szt - 0, (3.4) becomes 
L:(X) etr(-X)JXJU 
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rm(U+P7K) II = rm(u+k+p) 1, + axlqz, - (Zm + ax>-‘]} 
x etr(-X)]X]U+k, (3.6) 
where L:(X) is the Laguerre polynomial of Constantine [9]. The identity (3.6) 
for m = 1 reduces to the well-known Rodrigues formula (see e.g., Erdelyi [13, 
(10.12.5)] of Szego [22, (5.15)]). 
Thus (3.3) and (3.4) together may be regarded as the generalized noncentral 
multivariate Rodrigues formula for the generalized noncentral Laguerre polyno- 
mial L$l]. #(XI,]; A[,]; C&I). It is noted that the problem, raised by Chikuse [4], 
of deriving the Rodrigues formula for the generalized (central) Laguerre polyno- 
mial has now been solved in the most general noncentral case. 
It is noted that carrying out the differential calculation on the r.h.s. 
of (3.4) might in theory lead to a series expression for the polynomial 
Lit:;. @(XI,]; At,]; S&l). The generalized (central) Laguerre polynomials in- 
troduced by Chikuse and Davis [7] is obtained by letting !G?j = 0, j = 1, . . . , q, 
in the above discussion. 
3.4. Limiting Properties 
Let Xj (= Sj/2) -+ aJJ2Xj + uj Im and Qj + 2aj’2fijj, and make the 
transformation 2Tj = uJ”*Uj, j = 1, . . . , q, in (3.3). Then we evaluate 
(uj’*Xj + njlm (‘j, log rm(uj + p) (utilizing Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Soni 
[19, p. 13]), (Zm - iuj -1’21Jj)-1 - Im, oF](Uj + p; UjCZjXj + Uj’*Qj), etc., 
asymptotically for large Uj, j = 1, . . . , q. Here, we use the method of a ma- 
trix of differential operators (see e.g. Sugiura and Fujikoshi [21]) to evaluate, 
asymptotically for large n, a general form of the function. 
n n 
oF1 =oFl ( -; -(n 2 2 1’2A + B) > 
= q:&&(Z) with Z = n’12A + B. (3.7) 
K . 
The method leads to 
oF1 - xTetr[ - n-‘(Z a~)2]~K(~c>l,=z 
K 
= etr[ -n-1(ZaE)2]etrC~,=, 
= etr(--n-l Z2) etr Z = etr(n’j2A + B - A2), (3.8) 
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with Z being of 0 (n’i2) where a - 9 b indicates that a/b + 1 as n -+ 00. Hence, 
we have 
uFt(Uj + p; UjC2jXj + UT’2C2j) 
l/2 - etr(uj !2j + SzjXj - s2;/2) as Uj+cO. (3.9) 
It follows that the limit of (3.3) is the generalized “noncentral” multivariate Ro- 
drigues formula (2.15) with Xj - Szj replacing Xj, j = 1, . . . , 4. Thus, we have 
the limiting property 
lFm fi ( - ~f’~)~‘L;;;l]. # ((u”~X + uI,&l; A[,]; (2~ 1’252),,1) 
j=I1,...,qjzl 
= f$;;&X - W[,J; A[,]), (3.10) 
where HK(F{. ,((X - a)[,~; A[,]) is the generalized noncentral Hermite polynomial 
in multiple ‘symmetric matrices discussed in Section 2.2. The limiting property 
(3.10) for the central case Qj = 0 has been already obtained (Chikuse [4,(3.9)]). 
4. GENERALIZED MULTIVARIATE MEIXNER CLASSES OF 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF MULTIPLE RANDOM MATRICES 
Extending Chikuse’s [2] argument, we may define the generalized multivari- 
ate Meixner classes of distributions of multiple random matrices. Here, we are 
confined to the case of (central) continuous random matrices, symmetric and rect- 
angular; the case of discrete random matrices can be discussed similarly. Let 
AI, . . . . A, (=A[,]) be r m x m matrices. 
The set of q m x m symmetric random matrices X1, . . . , X, ( = XL,] ) ( q 5 
r ) may be said to belong to the generalized multivariate Meixner class defined by 
U(q), j = 1, . . , q, for Tt, . . . , T4 (= Tc41)rn x m symmetric matrices, if the 
g.f. for the associated orthogonal polynomials P,l,l, $(X1,1; A[,]) is of the form 
= s etr ( x7= 1 u(M;)Xj + Cjzq+ 1 MJ > WWM;), . . . , U(M,N [dffl (4.1) O(m) 
with 
Mj* = AjH’TjHAj, j = 1,. . . , q, 
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where the moment generating function (m.g.f.) is defined by \Y(Tl , . . . , T4) = 
E etr(xy, l Tj Xj), and V(T) is an analytic m x m symmetric matrix-valued 
function of T with U(0) = 0. 
The set of q m x n rectangular random matrices Yl , . . . , Y4 (= Yt41) may be 
said to belong to the generalized multivariate Meixner class defined by U (Tj), j = 
1 . . 7 q,forTl, . . . . Tq (= Tiql) m x n rectangular matrices, if the g.f. for the 
associated orthogonal polynomials P,l,l; 4(Y141; A[,]) is of the form 
CT P,+I, g(Yl,~; &)C;lrl ((TT’)[,l) 
K[rl; 4 
n~=lkj!C@(~m) 
j=l 
with N,! = A(iH’TjHj, j = 1,. . . ,q, (4.2) 
where the m.g.f. is defined by Q(T1, . . . , Tq = E etr(xy= 1 Tj Yi) and U(T) is 
an analytic m x n rectangular matrix-valued function of T with U(0) = 0. 
Various properties of the above-defined generalized multivariate Meixner 
classes may be obtained similarly to those for one random matrix due to 
Chikuse [2]. It is seen that the joint normal distributions with the pdf’s 
rp@)(Xlql) and co cm”) (Yl,l) associated with the generalized Hermite polynomials 
H,$i. ti(Xl,l; Al,]) and &$y!s (Y141; A[,]) belong to the generalized multivariate 
Meixher classes (4.1) and (4.2) with U(T) = T, respectively, and that the joint 
Wishartdistribution with the pdf ny, l w,(Xj; 2(uj +p), Z,/2) associated with 
u[ql the generalized Laguerre polynomials L,t,]. $ (Xl,]; At,]), the generalized multi- 
variate Meixner class (4.1) with U(T) = -i(Z, - T)-‘. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
The generalized (noncentral) Hermite and Laguerre polynomials in multiple 
matrices may be useful in multivariate distribution theory. Specifically, the gen- 
eralized multivariate Rodrigues formulae (2.7), (2.16), and (3.3) in their integral 
versions are utilized when characteristic functions of distributions of matrix vari- 
ates and their functions are inverted to derive their expansions; see Chikuse [5], 
Chikuse [3,4], and Chikuse [5,6], respectively. In this section, we shall illustrate 
the method via a simple example. 
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Let us consider the matrix-scale mixture 
Z = ~‘/2X~‘/2 (5.1) 
where X is distributed as a noncentral Wishart W, (n, Zm; a), and C is an m x m 
positive definite random matrix which is invariant under the transformation C + 
HCH’, H E O(m), and independent of X. Here x 1/2 is the unique symmetric 
square root of C. We may be interested in deriving an asymptotic expansion of 
the pdf of Z around F = C - Zm = 0. For an m x m symmetric matrix T, the 
characteristic function (c.f.) of Z is given by 
@z(T) = E etr(iTC’/2XC1/2) 
= E{ IZm - 2iC 1/2T9/7-“/2 
x etriS2[(Z, - 2iC 1/2T9/2)-’ _ Z,,,]) 
= ( jZm - 2iTI-n/2etriQ[(Z, - 2iT)-’ - Zm]} 
x E{ I(Zm - 2iT)-‘(I - 2ixT)I-“/2 
x etrifi[(Z, - 2ix ‘/2TC1/2)-’ - (Zm - 2iT)-‘1) 
= @x(T) x E{Pl x 417 (5.2) 
where Qx (T) is the c.f. of the noncentral Wishart W, (n, Zm; a) distribution, and 
the expectation is taken with respect to C. 
Putting U = Zm - (Zm - 2iT)-‘, we obtain the expansions 
and 
Pl = etr - 
[ 
nrlJ 
2 + or2> , 1 
9 = etr 
( 
!C? 
-FlJ + uru 
2 
+ o(r2) 
> 
(5.4) 
where we have utilized the expansion (Z, + F) ‘i2 = Zm + F/2 f 0 (F2) for small 
F. Hence, 
Pl x 4 = 1 + 
-c(l)(oFu) + cC1)(QuFu) + o(r2) 
2 
with O=nZ,+Q 
= 1 + (trr) 
-c(l)Rw + C(1)wJ2) + 0cr2> 
2m 
(5.5) 
from the invariance of x and (1.1) 
Now, we can write 
C(l)(W) = c ay’kp’ (l)(U, 0) 
ftJE2 
(5.6) 
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for suitable coefficients a. Referring to the tables (Davis [lo]) of the invariant 
polynomials, and comparing the coefficients in the two sides of (5.6), we are led 
to 
C(l)@w = C(2) 
C$j(l)(U. 0) 
W)(U, 0) - 2 . 
(5.7) 
Similarly, we obtain 
C(1)(s2U2) = c c .y%;(‘)(u, !a) 
KF2&JEK.(l) 
= cjj2,‘qu, C-2) -
C{fji\“(U, !i2) 51’2C~~~~j(1)(U, i2) 
- 6 
12 
p)‘m(u, a) 
+ (13) 
4 . (5.8) 
On inverting the c.f. resulting from (5.2), (5.5) (5.7), and (5.8), we obtain in 
view of (3.3) the following expansion for the pdf of 2: 
w,(Z;n,Ln;W 1+ 2m I tr E(C - ZpJ 
[ 
(1). (O~U 
X -2c a@ 
(I), (1); &w; h?z, @1’2; Qn) 
#t--2 
n 
K, (l)LU 
+c c a@ K,(1); p/z bn, a1’2; w (n/2), 1 + E[O(E - Lz)21 Kk2f#JEK.(l) 
where the coefficients a are defined by (5.6)--(5.8), and u = n/2 - p. 
The author is very grateful to a referee for many comments and suggestions, 
which were helpful in improving the presentation of this paper. 
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